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A Chinese madman was in love
with my sister when she was only
13. We tried to catch
his insanity. Red and white paisley
stuck to his back as he ran full speed and barefoot
down Bacon Street. I thought he was running
from a dragon. My sister
said it was the police, but behind him
was nothing but waves of heat
rising from the pavement. He looked back,
and I knew he saw fire. The flames
licked the bottoms of his feet that flashed red
with burns -- he zagged to our side
of the street. My sister laid her claim on him
Bacon Street

Kelly Moore

that day when the front tire of her bike
left a black streak on his pants.
She says
for one second, she was sideways
between pavement, bicycle, and him. And she says
at that moment
he looked at her. I saw him meet her shock
with sweat and breathing,
then turn before her arm hit the ground.
She screamed, and he, already ten feet away, yelled
as if a claw had reached his back.
She says this was him feeling for her, and, at 5:00
everyday for a week, my sister
went out with her arm in a sling to watch
her own trace
on the back of his pants.

I Saw A Man Dive

I saw a man dive from the twenty-third

From the Twenty Third

floor of the BellSouth Mobility building

Rachel VonDemmel

yesterday. He fell gracefully. I thought
he was floating. It was so beautiful, so I let
myself enjoy it. The way that leaves cling
to branches before finally falling: the man
fell much like this. The predictable crowd
cheering, and the shutter frames clicking
by like nanoseconds as he fell; his death
captured floor by floor by floor. His reflection
in the glass of the building, indistinguishable,
fell just a second slower than his body, as if it
had decided against this fate, and clawed
desperately to the slick glass.
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Once, I told my whole life's story to a dandelion.
Ripped his feathers out with my teeth.
Spat them towards the doughnut shop.
But then all the wind was knocked out of my stomach
by a bike riding pastry boy holding a rock
Man Says, Jumping

Hannah Gamble

in his dirty fingernails.
Blast! It's all downhill from here.
Do you know that a cockroach can live for up to three
years on a raisin?
This is sad news because in my kitchen
there are lots of rasins which means one morning, soon,
I will wake up to the sour smell of kissing cockroaches.
And we all know what that means.
But besides that, it means that if I were a cockroach,
I would be sublimely happy knowing that
from February all the way to eternal Thursdays,
I could spread my mouth around obese little rasins.
And there would be a lot of kissing.
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Fearful me, I also predict a bit of dying
If Kathryn were to find me all reveling
and awash in her Malt-o-Meal.
Mashes me!
Grinds my brown body
into the yellow floor with her Birkenstock!
"0, calm down," God, my omnipresent
window washer says, peering at me through the streaks.
I'm the only one around here that can gobble up tesseracts.
In my slurping, I find them to be both salty
and peachy sweet. I can make a hearty marinara,
but I always feel that it's missing something.
Slowly on a chalkboard: H-I G-0-D. M-Y
N-A-M-E I-S"WHAT!?! HUH?" the glowing man says, jumping
as I break the chalk.
"Oregano?" says me, my lungs quick a-pitter
with the booming and shaking of it all.
"Yes," he says, "oregano."
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"Shall we, more hopeful, set up the grave
in the house? The ravenous grave?
-Allen Tate, "Ode to the Confederate Dead"
Grandfather presided proudly over the decorum,
He a benevolent and propitious figurehead,
An aged countenance kept vigil over lilted
Sunlight afternoons; preposterous
Children in linen
We buried him in that cloth
Gleam over pallid mute skin.
We, once great, melted faster.
Little sister a New Orleans runaway,
Older brother married to no dowry.
Jack was not too young to remember
Boastful patriarch stories of pride.
Together we plotted for pheonix's rebirth.
Even Winter Dies

•

Taylor H. Carmichael

Flinted spades tore worn moiled earth
And flung it topward, yet blacker
Than night sent retreating
From meager lamplight (its furthest fingers needled still
More marble names and dates of once-were's).
Grandfather again took his table-head seat
And we once more bloomed as muscadine vines
Trained about a stave.
His linen sleeve yet shone white
Over time blackened and withered arms,
His benign countenancce, though much
Hollowed by subterranean repose,
Showed no shame,
And mother no longer had a stomach for the bottle.
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Among these blue leaved birds, some become
the comic principle of night,
their mouths sound like a cackling door.
A snail hangs its secret path out to dry
in the hinges of each cold breeze.
The comic principle of night
becomes the moon on moonlit knees,
looks around, laughs and shivers
between the hinges of each breeze.
Owls seem like dolls put wrongly together.
One becomes embarrassed of oneself,
looks around. Laughs and shivers
of flutter fill the trees like little bells,
busted trinkets, kites knotted to a branch.
One becomes embarrassed of oneself.
Terzanelle of Begunje Mental Hospital,
formerly Begunje
Nazi Prison Camp, Slovenia

Caroline Berry

Heavy trees rest their evening on a park bench
among these blue-leafed birds. Some become
busted trinkets, kites knotted to a branch,
their mouths sound like a cackling door.
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In Syria, they spin until their dresses
flair at the bottom, and from the sky. The whirling
dervishes are a garden of holy lampshades.
Like corkscrew willows, their earlocks and
prayers lose themselves in spirals. They keep
the same hours as Petunias, who open
or close with the sun. Martin Luther
however, worked round clock so his prayers
had to be brief and strong like a piston,
and leave a bruise like a cannonball, or
sting like a bee's dying and deliberate gesture.
Went Missing

Caroline Berry

Carlos, in accounting,...when his son went
missing he was eating a TV dinner. His knife
stopped in a slice of air. He must
have been praying for faith in the First
Law of Thermodynamics, to believe that
some energies can never be destroyed,
as his eyes bowed down and the light
from the nightly news wilted.
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In the tie-dyed microcosm
of my sixteen years
of pilgrim tales stolen from libraries,
have I forecast
tempests.
To a lost island
brought me the stormy sea
of asphalt waves,
hitchhiking on a highway, soaked
so long I longed
for the right wind
half expecting the lightning to strike.
In the tie-dyed microcosm
of my sixteen years
of pilgrim tales stolen from libraries,
have I forecast
tempests
With Ariel I met them
the castaways, lunatics and elves
jugglers, fire-eaters
squatters, wandering actors
African drummers
drug alchemists
new-millennium magicians.
We pass through time
leave future behind
our dreadlocks blossom in branches
of trees we cling
to, howling at the moon
Midsummer night
Markera Kmunickova

sharing the blankets and weed-cakes
with our dogs
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Prospero's gown was woven
from our midsummer dreams
in the moon-lit factory cave, abandoned
once, alive with our dance
bound by the spell of drum.
So close the flames
bodies wet with sweat, black with dust
of a 1920 boiler-room
downstairs, the workers make
Darjeeling to fill our Chinese cups
upstairs
Caliban enters
the sandy stage of an empty courtyard,
his darkness ours
lit by stardust in the curly hair.
With vine we ascend the stucco
walls, twist around crumbling columns,
taste beads of grapes, pearls
on the white necks
of Shakespeare's merry ladies.
Smoking the gift from New World
through a wizard's pipe,
Prospero wraps the stars
in a cloudy scarf
Midsummer dreams
of all time-travelers vanish
with the first thunder,
blinded by the rain
of contracts, burnt down
by lightning, the microcosm
of empty factories, renaissance mansions
gives way to mushrooming
mega stores & MacDonald's.
My plastic morning coffee
boils in the dawn
of a sunny midsummer day
17

Fools admire everything in a well-known author.
- Voltaire, Candide
Stiff Company
Joshua Mensch

In the case of the well-known author,
everything tastes great.
In the case of the blind man with no limbs,
he reads Braille with his tongue, and after a particularly
long book, he might say he is too full,
or he is unable to accept any taste
less worthy of the tongue than a dead man's memories.
In the case of the dead man,
he delights the blind man with all his posthumous tricks,
like speaking from the grave or writing his own epitaph,
a new one each year, and after that,
mowing his own lawn and carefully clipping the hedges
around his plot. And in the case of the plot,
it is happy to have a dead man.
The dead make great company--even a blind man
with no limbs can tell you that. But did anyone ask
the dead man how he felt? And whose memory
is he trying to eat, anyway?
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Weekends Are for Hot Dogs
Ezra Plemons

So, I'm writing this poem about Britney Spears
and I get the good idea to turn it into a ballad. Of course,
the sheep are all out of their stalls, and it's been
a long time since I'd even listened to Woody Guthrie,
so I go back to writing a pastoral ode instead.
I mention all the good stuff, like the sunny vales
of her eyes, and the way her two thighs are like
continental plates enjambed against one another
under a blanket — but think of it! A ballad!
Who's the last person you can think of who did that?
Jesus, probably, that's who. Or Elvis, if you count
them as different people. What a cowboy
I'd make if I could pull this one off! I wouldn't
even need Britney Spears then. I could jump
a train and go my own way. Yeah — all the backwoods trails and by-ways would be mine
for the plucking, ripe like an abandoned old
six-pack on the side of the road. Wow, see?
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We're already back in the south, someplace really
real. Just because I wrote the lines, "Britney Spears
met a fine shepherd/ and gave up her hand to him.
He looked at it and walked away,/ he called her scornful
virgin." What a gift! What a fabulous skill
with language. I should be dragged out into the street
and celebrated like a god. When people next write
an ars poetica, they'll be writing it about me, and my
poetics. And when people next see a hot and purple sunset,
or cardinal flying low like the tide at Cape Canaveral, or any
ocean, or even a duck with only one wing falling from the sky,
it'll be me too, because I'm everywhere. And when you get old
and your heart falters, you can remember it's me as well,
and even death will tell you, "Hey. I liked the part about
me, you know, the one that said, 'His eyes
was sunk like dark dead stars,/ His teeth was green
and brittle./ He's the one that men call Death,/
she breathed in little whispers.'
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I'm all chest. Feathers I throw about.
I'm not dinner. I have upholstery.
All this grain, what's a thing to do?
What's a thing? Scratch, roost, guffaw.
I'm all roost.
I sprang up like a tree from a seed.
I'm a tree. I'm at the top.
I'm part of the show.
I'm part Chinese. Spicy.
I scratch, I roost, I cock.
Poultry
Mark Bilbrey

I'm made with rib meat, for the sake of Peter.
Here I am in binomial nomenclature:
No, really I'm just a rhythm,
A cycle, a fifth, a fourth
Hollow bone. I'm drunk with Roost.
I'm really cookin under these feathers,
Really flying. Shootin some Js, shootin the shit,
shootin some chickens. A ballad,
Indeed, is I. CAR-NI-YORE.
Always first am I, cluck and brawny,
This way and egg brunch. Baby Killer Bernie's
Me, laid a lot of hens. Screamin bitches.
Love tail. I kicked the wolf's ass
and bit wife 9 myself. Yes, first to the fight
and first to the processor. We don't teach
Math here. Boxing, voice, frying
for the hens. Who knows
Who's missing? And my boy's a real
Gutter. My head's a real tractor.
Working the dirt, singing gospel.
If I have to be here, so do you.
If it's not chicken wire, it's dirt.
A place to put this tractor head.
What I'd do for a shovel or a dog.
23

I. The Zwitterions

These are a migratory group,
Neutral at the isoelectric point,
Living in a fragile balance of protonical power,
But with a propensity to wander
Into baseness or acidity.
They do not exist un-ionized in a solution.
The Zwitterions live in asymmetrical structures,
And harbor a love for constructing and metabolizing.
They don't bother with hard hats or sack lunches.
They are workers. They are tools.
They are three-dimensional,
But they have no love for pets.
The Zwitterion cannot tell you his favorite color,
Nor hum you a ditty.
This is not a Dictionary
Mark Bilbrey

They are not in concrete.
They are prisoners, living in cells.
Sometimes, they don't do anything.
The Zwitterion is illiterate and of questionable intelligence.
Their children go unnamed. They have no sense of Fashion.
They, like bricks, are all the same.
Their comedians are horrible.
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II. King Alanine, M.D., of the Zwitterions

I, the Glycinate Cation, am the greatest
Of the aspartic acids, prevailing
Over my glycine brethren in their honest simplicity.
My favorite color is red.
If I had limbs I would drive a Saturn L-Series.
Their ads are humorous.
My presidential robe is of crushed velvet,
Lined in periwinkle satin,
Imported from the Lueucines.
My jester is horribly unfunny. He is a lousy Queen.
My subjects, however, create excellent sitcoms and musicals.
My favorite is a documentary: "The Enzymic
Inhabitants of Arginine." I am left handed.
I use my right with scissors.
I hold the Zwitterion record score in both the verbal section of the SAT
And Galaga. I dislike poetry and prose equally.
I worry that I need more perspective.
I, the King of the Zwitterions, am a podiatrist.
I am a cleaner of the streets. My brushes are the biggest and the cleaningest.
I am a model. I am Nitrogen!
I am the subject of a great King!
I bring him gifts of unmetabolized nutrition!
My neighbor's dog, King Junior, prefers my bushes.
I have a tattoo of duel rifles.
It is on my wing. My wing doesn't work.
I only have one wing.
I am concerned with my people's safety.
My people are concerned with my safety.
This, despite much legislation from the kings and pets,
We duke out till Christmas.
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W. Markus, Poet of the Zwitterions

The poet is neither Markus or a Zwitterion.
He has left both accounting and game-shows
For the Marines. He is made of flour.
In June, he collects the sun with his skin.
Winter, for Markus, is time to make more quilts,
Even in the oven he often lives. Sometimes,
He doesn't. Indeed, he has little
Ones under him, and has what he has to say
For them. What a giver, a charity himself?
When he walks, he leaves dents everywhere,
His voice shatters even tupperware! No where
Is his presence more present than in celebration
For he is old and wet and statistic. Markus,

A dandelion, will always be called a dandelion. Markus,
A cook, will be afraid of yeast. Markus,
A lover of zoos, will find himself flapping,
Perched above the eagle's cage,
Watching his feathers fight the air below.
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It's like the way we doubt
the safety of milk on the
"sell -by" date, the way we never trust
the thermostat while we're away on vacation
sailing, as my dead grandfather, naval officer,
first class. He fought a different war
than the rest. Medical. Those
unforeseen enemies yet sometimes that
in-your-face gangrene. Amputations.
Reverent carnations stood at attention
Around his casket. My back is turned
to the choir and their mourning hymn
that scratches my memory like mother's
old cat left a scar on my face.
All of which evaporates when I remember
I am a goddess though I hate the great claims
others make of me. My words are concrete
as water in the sky. I know more than you think.
I inspired the greats: Descartes, Newton,
Warhol. Hell -I basically invented the way you
Brief History of Skepticism

Lindsey N. Gosma

think and understand this world. If you don't
understand, you haven't been
listening to the whispers
which would be true if you didn't read them.
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Night falls with angels who sell squeals
Outside my window, desperate loiterers flash their coyness,
One across the sidewalk has your knees,
Streetlights illuminate her skin against the night bricks,
My mind has no sleep in this endlessly noiseful evening.
Unwritten Letter

Melanie B. Phillips

Mornings fall early - I smell you in my vacant bed
This unfamiliar city opens for my nomadic day.
Hypnotized and bereaved, I drift near the banks of the Seine,
Watching an antique man feed pigeons across the road,
As one alights close to his worn handQuickly, wings beat leaving only a dust cloud.
I wander as far as the Quartier Latin,
Stopping in a thickly crowded bar,
After scrawiling your name on a napkin
Over and over,
I dry my face with it and leave.
Passing close-sitting couples and their dying easy undertones,
I wait one more uncompromising and solitary day,
Before writhing south to Venice,
to release your ashes and transient memory.
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"First watch, then learn," one proverb begins.
But I'd rather imagine blue, volleying insects
pile more atmosphere between themselves
and the air, imagine a funeral march
find its way across green untorn fields,
the men leading with light shovels
in one hand, the other supporting a leg or armsome part of sadness and burial
for a sick unnamed child. I want to imagine
that what they know--what everybody knows-is that there will still be enough time for work
among the grass-heads and the pale hills.
Funeral March
Joshua Mensch

I will not be clever with you, this is no
metaphor: things like grief too accumulate
history. If you can imagine them, you are one
of them. You too hold one of the small limbs
and stare ahead as they do, all your faces
immobile in the playful air. And you must
imagine a courage you never heard of,
soothe a fake grief with ropy words
though you are compelled not to talkcompelled to toss your voice down and walk
away, or stand back and forget all words.
If language cannot bend, you gesture
in silence or whine like an injured animal,
bowing your head as you paw the ground
and beg forgiveness from the suffering
for all your bad dreams, your angry hands.
Only grief can grant this privilege.
If you try to explain grief, then sorrow
hardens and becomes another Pyrrhic victory
over death-Look! We still grieve
and suffer-though the child, despite
his poisoned blood, and damp in his skin,
isn't dead yet.
30

But let's move on-the child will not live.
They carry his meager body over the pastures,
whispering nice things in his ear, and offer
a mean hope to each other.
The men are stern clouds-a bolt of anger
in one hand to strike the earth, and a hard limb
in the other. The women sit deep in memory
of some birth, afraid to touch the child.
You imagine the setting-it's bucolic,
even beautiful in its rural haste-and now
the child is dead. The pastures of the mind
are swept clean. When he is buried,
you are free to mourn in your own way.
What will you do?
Because this is the part where you realize
it's for real and recognize your cruel guilt
even if you can't feel it and realize that
sometimes recognition is enough or it is all
we have-even if it comes too late
and the horror has already fallenthe child dead, and the weeping passedthe day worn through with rage, and rage
itself lost to the air and the earthbecause this is the part where you realize
how much the child was a part of the day.
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The sunset fell over my hand in an October crimson,
with a tight roll of new pennies held inside it.
I stood from the rocking chair, my brother beside me,
moving off the front porch, and into the tall grass,
a pale red like everything else now under the late afternoon.
The tired house looked more like a gray shipwreck
the farther we strayed from it, to the railroad tracks
where I placed the stack of gleaming coins without the paper
on the ties and waited because I heard Death howling for them.
Abraham looked up from the ties at heaven
and sat in his honor on the metal tracks like a copper martyr
aluting black birds as they packed up in dead autumn trees
and moved to the north into the American horizon.
American Locomotive
Steve Dufrechou

Death's howl grew louder as he rushed down his path
in all his industrial power like a cannibal dynamo
through the weed grown tracks, a giant wall of steel rusted
gear-turning screaming rush of man-made iron wind
cutting through the countryside and in a burst of dying sparks,
killing another small part of the soul of America on the ties before us.
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There is a UPS worker that talks
To my mom sometimes. And I don't know
What to think of him because I think he
Is wild. I mean, picture a guy with
Invitation Poem

Hannah Gamble

Leviathans swimming beneath the surface
Of his eyes. Picture a guy with lions
Crouched and roaming in his yellow hair.
Maybe mom has noticed how zig-zagged
His teeth are, because while he talks to her
She often grips the doorknob with one hand,
And presses the other against the door's post,
As if bracing herself for something. Daniel is
Behind the house with sticks and Carter is
Watching from the bushes. I'll wait in the tree
With some rocks. I'll hit your window with one
So you'll know to come over
If we need to fight.
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My words float in the air and you breathe
deep in an effort to understand. Perhaps
I am beyond perception. Eventually, I will
dissolve into molecules of oxygen and
nitrogen and you will breathe me in.
I will travel through your lungs and live
forever in your blood - infecting
your brain in ways like never before.
I wonder if I could control your thoughts,
some sort of travelling ESP. It will be
like Wonka-Vision, hardcore. Soon scientists
and psychologists will take note and this trend
will catch all over the world. We will finally
achieve world peace and brotherly love.
Of course there will be fanchises, Delta
will offer frequent flyer millimeters, and people
will set up bowling alleys in the synapses
of neurons - finally bowl over those things
about others that you always wanted to change:
Wonka-Vision, Hardcore
Rachel VonDemmel

miniature lobotomies. And then, when the ethicists
and sociologists make their peace, and Maxis
releases Version 5.0 of SIM:Blood, this trend
will drift away. Everyone will exit the game
by means of massive blood drives,
and, once reassembled, you and I will meet
and speak again, like two mirrors in a small
restaruant, facing each other to create depth.
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Knighted with a pool cue
owner of his heart - princess of his soul
this man needs no love potions to adore me
I wonder what on earth I did
I didn't spike the Jell-O mold
that was just pineapple rings and sun drop soda
I'm just going for a swim now
and the sun plays red rover with the clouds
somewhere he's starring off into space
before he shakes the hair from his brow
2 Late bloomers in spring fever

Rachel Cathleen Stewart

but there's something deeper than his bone structure
it's his fearlessness
it's bigger than the prairie and ocean combined
his respect
like velvet draping over my heart
his words
26 letters just aren't enough
We're 2 late bloomers
petals colored with pain
stories woven in the roots
knowledge hidden among the pollen
only now is the perfume ripe and sweet
So I plant myself in his fearless prairie
and toss my empty bottles away
no more doubts or untrue words
I only swim in happy tears now
the sun's caught up with the clouds
and the perfume lingers
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Go ahead and stick your head
in the sand, I'm sure it's safer with
your toes living in the muckrake
up to your knees, staring at the sky.
Sanitarium Sanctuary

Walter Berger

Well, maybe a poetic prince will
crawl out of the sand next to your ears
and kiss your...whatever and turn
you into the pathetic pardi your lips
utter while licking the cruelty this
world affords. Is the stress less if you
can't hear the dirt plunking
the top of your casket? If you have
a question, just ask it! Sh.....I think
she's coming back to check out a book
from the library. Get a grip on reality,
you're about to get the shock of your life!
I know, your arms are tired, and it's
extremely stressful looking down
from the chandelier, and besides,
you need to wash up for therapy.
Please, may I share your security blanket
while they search for us through
the ghostly grotto of this hallowed sanctuary
of mysterious mind games?
Signed: Dr. Steven R. Straitjacket
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The blue-smocked girl in the discount store
Lifts up her skirt, invites me in right there
On the thrid aisle. She leaves the orange
Price stamps of her love -- Discount...Discount...
Discount...on my face, on the dark patch
Of my birthmark under the sweat soaked shirt,
Down the soiled slope of my shoulder.
I was dressed in a suit of tribal sound.
Today was a final banquet.
Her manager's reprimands croon
Over the intercom. He is a sad man.
He shivers like a racehorse over
A tiny sliver of wasted glue.
We careen in our shopping cart,
Driven by mad thrusts across the
Lanes, driven like a prehistoric
Cartoon Cadillac, smashing red
Invitation

Candies and flakes of fish food

Jason Duvall

With our combustive, lusty strokes.
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I drive us into a tank,
A large one sent to office buildings
And filled with exotic carnivorous plants,
The kind that fornicate and hibernate
With their ever silent brethren,
The kind that cleanse the water with their breath.
We danced on broken glass, the spines of
Flopping fish, resting now and then on concrete
Pillars and mounds made of fifty pounds of chow.
A man in camoflauge crouches with the guns
Swiping a cigarette and coaxing his scope.
An enormous woman encouraged by the vice
Re-enacts her wedding night with the ancient greeter.
My mother reads prices in the next aisle,
My brother pleads in her roving cage.
The free children dream on the aisles of bikes,
The slow leak of air from every tire.
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Saint Sebastian riddled with arrows didn't mind
the openness of his body or the way his wounds
swallowed the points, another sphere of skin, quilled
like a porcupine. A figure haloed in pointed light.
His lungs, cracked open, refused to fill with anything
but air. Deep sea sailors who know that a wahoo
battiling a hook is enough to capsize a boat, stand
poised and ready with clubsSebastian too was beaten his fate.
Whiskey In Hand

To him the Dendrobates Azureus, poison-dart frog,

Laura McKee

prays for revenge. His back speared for its venom
can kill a man in twenty seconds if the air is thin
and the liver soft. You will read this, shift
uncomfortably, whiskey in hand; you meant
to read the one about the battle of Veracruz, our
first amphibious landing- 12,000 men armed
with bayonets and manifest destinies. Instead,
you are caught by the silhouetted herd of saddled
mustangs pushing back east-the tangle of a man
falling from the justice of an arrow, breaking
the shaft an inch from his heart.
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1999

Like a bird on a wire, the girl is sitting next to the glass door leading to the theater yard, used

Marketa Kmunickova

for performances only in the spring, and called simply the "Elizabethan scene. She remembers
attending a play there during a storm, raindrops dancing on a blue plastic cover, a sort of ceiling. People perched tightly on wooden tiers under this blue sky, themselves within the play.
This time the scene is empty, swept by wind and the late November rain. The girl, the bird,
cross-legged, feet stuck under her butt, hair swept backwards from her freckled face, turns pages
of Like a Bird on the Wire, an autobiographical novel by Martin Fendrych, a Czech journalist formerly active in politics. At the moment, she is present in the foyer only physically and by the
cigarette smoke rising from the book as she squeezes it in her lap.
A couple of other ushers, long-legged swallows, dressed in black jeans, loose black T-shirts,
with laughing white birds on their chests, emblems of the theater Goose On a String, bring
chicken soup from the Merry Goose restaurant. She overhears only bits of their conversation
about a TV program.
"Did you watch The Unbearable Lightness of Being yesterday evening?"
"No. Heard it's much worse than the original book."
"Don't know. Never read it. Who wrote it? Kundera, right?"
Czech people don't talk much about Kundera. He's French.
The girl perches on the metallic garden chair until the concert ends and people flood the foyer
from a cellar theater house underneath. The usherette walks there to clean up, watching the folk
band Cymbeline, engulfed by their audience. This evening's guest, an outstanding folk singer
Zuzana Lapcikova is just talking to a skinny middle-aged guy with a funny Czech accent, his
raven hair turning gray. He notices the girl, himself unseen. They already met somewhere. Both
of them have listened to Leonard Cohen: Like the bird on the wire, like a drunk in the midnight
choir, I have tried in my way to be free. Both of them have tried.
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December
"Are you warm, my child?" And Jack Frost wraps poor Nastjenka into his fur coat, both of them seated on the
glowing snow, surrounded by birches. Klara lightly sighs in front of the TV screen as the innocent big-eyed Russian
girl is saved from freezing and awaits her lover-to-be, Ivan, who at the time staggers through the woods with a bear
head on.
"You've got to go to bed soon, " says Anya, as she tries to play the mother's role to her little sister. Today she had
gone straight from lectures at the university straight to the theater, where she ushers for a newly opened play. She
doesn't like as much as the folk concert series they had the last month. Now she is baking Christmas cookies, making dinner, and studying at the same time. She gets up from the dining table in their large old kitchen, walks to the
oven and takes out the last three cookie sheets, her glasses misty in oven's breath. Anya wraps vanilla rolls in powdered sugar and sits back on the chair, her left foot curled under her butt, elbows placed on books, hands pressed
through her long brown hair, tired.
Christmas is to come in a few days. The insanity of Czech mothers and wives grows. They spend their evenings
cleaning and baking. Anya doesn't know if this craze inherited from their grandmothers, who were brought up first
under Nazi and then Communist discipline, is better or worse than the shopping mania imported from the West,
reaching its peak now, ten years after the Velvet Revolution. Though she was ten at the time, she still remembers the
lines in front of grocery stores right before December 5; the struggles for bananas, oranges and peanuts that would
be put by St. Nicholas on the window sills. Or was it Jack Frost who brought her chocolates and gingerbread shaped
like angels? And is it Santa Claus who brings advent calendars every year for Klara now? What are we, "adults", supposed to tell to the "kids"? Can we say anything? And who will believe us, anyway?
Does it make any difference for the six-year old that her parents never wanted Anya to watch this fairy-tale every
single New Year's Day just because everybody else did? The twenty-year old hardly knows why she feels such a
relief that she can once again watch Jack Frost on Czech TV. At the same time she is reading for her literature class
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, a story with atmosphere of Christmas at the round table of King Arthur, her
kitchen table. Winter, time for the Middle Ages. Woman's place in society was given then. Anya hardly knows why
she wants to play the old-time responsible one today, when her father and brother are gone to get wine in the South
Moravian town of Mikulov, and nobody seems to care that she just burned the gingerbread and that Klara should
already be in bed.
Both sisters know that the only thing that really matters is the skinny Gypsy-like guy of an uncertain age, sitting in
the living room talking to their mother, "his Anna". Klara is excited about him. Who says that children are innocent?
They would sell you for a bar of Swiss chocolate. Anya doesn't like him, maybe because he looks so familiar to her.
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Anyway, who does he think he is? Shows up in the theater, leaves halfway through the play. The next time I see him
he's talking to my mother in the theater pub, almost touching her hand, sipping from the glass of Sauvignon. Dozing
over her book, she is suffocating. Baking fumes, cigarette smoke, champagne and sandwiches, the freshness of the
Christmas tree, which waves at her through the balcony door; the wet smell of somebody who has just left his halffrozen coat and hat hanging in the hall. After all, what does he want? She knows his name is Pavel. He is from
Switzerland but he isn't Swiss. And he definitely doesn't need anybody to put him up for the night in Brno.
Pavel never wanted to marry me. He was too Bohemian and I wanted to settle down, find a stable job, make a decent
living, furnish my own apartment, have children. He was too Bohemian, Anya knows what her mother's thinking.
"And that's why you married an actor, philosopher, dissident and alcoholic, hardly ever able to feed us if he was by
any chance out of prison," Anya's brother would say. Anya wouldn't, but she would think so. Klara is the only innocent one, though she splits her lunch every day at school with her friends, pretending she ate everything her mother
had prepared. A little rebel, a Communist-to-be, watching Jack Frost on the VCR at midnight.
Anya will stay in the kitchen, even though he asked her to have some wine and coffee with them in the living room.
Though she would like to steal some of his Marlboros. She will pretend to be grossed out by the ham, sandwiches,
herself a vegetarian. She will pretend that she is disinterested and hateful.
August
Pavel's wife will not pretend that she is disinterested and hateful. She really feels that way. While their daughter runs
from one virtually empty room to another, along walls without posters and pictures, Simone sits down in the living
room and lights a cigarette. One knee resting on the other, her legs perfectly symmetrical under light tights, peachcolored shells of nail polish shining through the veil of nylon on her toes, the same color as her new summer dress.
Blond hair tied carefully in a bun, a pastel scarf so perfectly matching the wine red of his couch, Nina Ricci perfume.
Confidence, style, originality: things that always amazed and fascinated Pavel about her. And he can't resist them
even now. She is able to wear sleeveless clothes once again, the bruises on her arms have already disappeared.
"You shouldn't have brought her over here." He starts the conversation with an attack, sitting in a withered armchair
in the opposite corner of the room, palms wrapped around ice melting in a jar of Scotch.
"She had bad dreams and kept talking about Papa the last few weeks. I thought you might want to see her as well."
Immediately he would slap himself. Perhaps we'll make it up.
"I got the letter from your lawyer a couple of days ago. Maybe we don't have to get a divorce right away."
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Pavel takes a deep breath, prepared to say something but she interrupts him: "That doesn't mean that me and the
kids are moving here or that we're back together or whatever." Slowly, he lets the air out, walks to the window,
checking if the view from the thirteenth floor in his city apartment is still so gray and miserable. It is bleak in comparison with their house by Lake Geneva. Without a word, placing the jar on the window sill, he walks off to his
bedroom, where little Alice is flipping through his art history publications, which still wait to be placed on bookshelves. What is the use of a book without pictures or conversation? He places his fair-haired Alice from Wonderland
in front of the laptop screen and lets her shoot Gypsies hidden behind a wall, the only game he has that a four-year
old can easily comprehend. A racist game he got from his older brother, a man who never had any problems with
Gypsies, never even met any of them in person. A ridiculous game that has something to do with the politics and
people at home, with building new Berlin walls, ten years later.
"I don't really have any toys and stuff like that here, you know," he says, half apologetically, half accusing her of
causing the present situation.
"She brought her puzzle and crayons. She'll be fine."
"Did you two have any lunch?"
"Will you take back your request for divorce?"
"No."
"Why?"
Neither of us and even less the children need the whole orchestra talking about that bastard fucking you behind my
back, while we live together in holy matrimony. Pavel doesn't say this. He is silent.
"So what is it that you want? To pretend to have retired, to leave the orchestra, your career, and me?"
No, it is YOU who had left me a few months ago!
"To bury yourself in this shit hole, cut yourself from all our friends, get a divorce and come to see Alice one, two
weekends in a month? That's what you want?"
I want you back.
"Has it ended yet? That affair with Lionel?" Pavel suddenly asks.
"No."
"When are you going to end it?"
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"I don't know. I'm not going to."
"So. What do you want from me then?"
"Come back home."
"If it wasn't for Alice, I would go back home. Right now. To Brno."
"You're starting that again? You know you don't have any home back there. There's no Czechoslovakia. Your
mother's been dead a couple of years already. And your brother wants to have nothing with you, eaten up by envy."
What can he envy ME?
"Shut up! Is that my home where you drag lovers in our bedroom and eat breakfast with them and our kids?"
"They are not your kids anyway but for Alice! Who the hell do you think you are? And why do you bother about
Lionel in particular? You must have known about all of them, didn't you?"
But I didn't find any single one lying in my bed before.
"Get out of here! I tell you, take Alice and go. Go home, you whore!"
Hours later, he is lying in his bed, listening to Mozart's Requiem, floor covered with cigarette butts, playing with a
razor, aware of the fact that it works better in hot water, waiting patiently for the sunrise to get him out of this — sunrise, the best part of the day.
July
Dawn is the best part of the day, Pavel used to say. And she laughed, in her child-like thirty-year old way, straight
blond hair freed of all ribbons when she practiced, falling and rising in arpeggios, golden cascades sweeping the violoncello placed between her blue-jeaned thighs. A most sexy part of her self, he thought when he met her, listening
to her reading of the symphony From the New World. Himself a gray-haired Dvorak in his fifties.
Things to do at the crack of dawn: wake up, stuff up the crack, go back to bed. He used to crack up at her
playfulness. With words and such. She loved his accent and helped him to learn all three Swiss languages. But now,
when the fight is over, the concert actually begins. Widely awake after the sleepless night, they fill up the crack of
dawn in their millionaire villa at Lake Geneva with silence and go back to bed. Her bare feet hidden under the cold
blanket, bruised arms folded over bent knees, the fractured nose still bleeding on white bed sheets. His lonesome
toes miles away, freezing on the Hessian rug brought from home, a magical carpet, which was once able to fly him
anywhere, even across the blocked Czech borders in the 1960s.
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A bottle of whisky handed across the frozen pool of the water-bed. Conciliation? Or will she twist the vessel, break it
and rub the honey-colored lotion over his balding temples? Repay him for the violence of Vivaldi's summer storm,
with which his trembling palms planted flower- beds of bruises all over her body? The cello is the only part of her
self that survived his attack. The only part of her self the other one didn't touch. You bitch.
Simone hates the cigarette butt dying out in his left hand even more than she originally thought. Hastily she pulls a
dressing gown over her shivering arms and grabs a Marlboro from a virtually empty packet, leaving the bedroom
through the French windows, to stand on the patio on her own. Imagining jogging with him around the lake. But
how will Lionel touch her now, bruised and battered by her own husband?
I hate you. How old he is... How could he have... How could I... How far is it from the New World to a divorce?
As she inhales the smoke - you and the fucking cigarette habits you taught me - Pavel enters the patio, keeping a
distance from her, one or two meters, another ocean between their worlds.
The silence is immense, only the dawn breaks it with its cracking, birds insanely romantic in the early July morning.
Wrapped up in his brand new leather jacket, sipping the bourbon, he is in fact drinking Pilsner back in Prague,
laughing with his friends, a twenty-year old throwing up down the Charles bridge, with the Swiss gulls above.
Why? Why him, why anybody else anyway? I made you, remember? Where would you be without me, playing the
fiddle with elementary school kids?
OK. Get this. Where would you be without me? Conducting pioneers' choir singing the Russian anthem? I made YOU,
you Eastern bastard.
She used to love his accent. Mozart knew that the citizens of Prague loved him. And he was Austrian. Music made us
all.
May
I can't live without music, so I carry around a walkman like a teenager, listening to the Cranberries. And the daffodils
look lovely today The theater season is about to end. I don't even wear black all the time now. It's warm outside and
I got a new long flowered skirt, just the background of the flowers is black. Finally, we have classes outside again.
Some teachers at our university are rather picky about this — or they have allergies and can't sit on a bench below
the pink blossomed trees, whose name I forget.
Only Rebecca teaches her writing seminar in the schoolyard regularly, even when it's little chilly and wet after a
night rain. She renames it dew and already doesn't wear socks. Rebecca's from Tennessee and it's warm there quite
early in spring. She wears Native American-like jewelry and keeps talking about Cherokee history and mythology.
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Merci,
after the sweaty servile waiter
brings a glass of Sauvignon for her.
Woman
turns her pale urban face
towards the afternoon sun
Child
holds a glass of lemonade in both hands.
Man
watches shadows
of the medieval castle projected
on a white restaurant table,
shadows his home, Pilsner,
fried cheese, potato pancakes. With great appetite
the little girl devours sweets the Czechs call
"wreaths" and "coffins".
Contemplating touching
his hand, the woman turns instead
towards the sunset
towards the West
Maybe he actually touches her hand. I don't know. It's just a rough draft. A lot is still going to be changed.
October
My dearest Anna,
So many things have changed that I don't know where to begin. In this letter you'll find a postcard that shows the
part of the city where I moved some time ago. As you can probably guess, I still live in Switzerland but my wife
isn't with me and we're actually going to be divorced as soon as possible (although it took a long time before the
slut gave her consent to it). Hopefully the whole thing will be over by Christmastime. In that way I would be able to
see my daughter more often because so far, my wife determines the time when I can be with my little Alice - thanks
to my health problems and being unemployed right now. I don't want the four-year old to spend any more time
than necessary with the bitch and her lover.
Ironically enough, he is or used to be my colleague. In fact, I suspect him and Simone of being involved in the
whole affair around my forced leaving the orchestra. Maybe you actually don't know all that happened since I
returned from Brno from my mother's funeral in 1993. Well, I met Simone, a violoncellist, when she entered the
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chamber orchestra, where I myself already worked, as a first violinist and conductor. That's all. A beauty and a beast
kind of story. She thinks she loves his soul but when the beast eventually doesn't turn out to be a prince, she finds
another one. And there are lots of them who don't speak with an accent, you know.
I quite enjoy life back in a city, it reminds me of the old apartment we had at Veveri street in Brno back in the 60s.
Walking up to the fifth floor, then feeding pigeons who came by, knocking on the window panes instead of doors,
perching with them on the wires across the street. The sound of trams at the intersection below used to wake you
up, curled under a striped blanket, dark hair in your pale face, flying on marijuana. You don't say this to your kids,
do you?
Now I don't walk the steps any longer, I have to take the elevator. I'm getting old and sentimental. But I'm sure you
wouldn't laugh if you saw the three of us making a tour of South Moravia this spring. In a church near the Pernstejn
castle, Simone by the altar, Alice and me undergoing Christ's suffering together for the first time, watching the puffycheeked baby, a muscular man bent under the cross, a pale thin son bleeding in his mother's arms, in these baroque
paintings. Another thing we never agreed upon with my wife - for me he is a real historical figure, not this half-imaginary, mysterious person.
I'm pretty sure you and me are in the same boat as to sentiment. I can imagine you wading right now in the fallen
leaves, making chestnut figures with your little daughter. Anyway, how old is she now?
The park where I'm sitting now, typing this (thanks God, Jesus or Bill Gates for the invention of a laptop@, but you
have to add our accents to it because email doesn't think about Czechs yet) and smoking, is near to both a hospital,
where I have to go from time to time because of my depression, and a cemetery. One never knows which place to
choose. The cemetery looks much more attractive, with its old-time tombstones, statues of saints and angels. One
day, we're all going to join them. Anyhow, I'm coming home soon, one way or the other, and hope to see you there,
Pavel
November
You would see all of us there, walking in the darkness, holding paper lanterns, smiles hidden under the official
solemnity of the moment. The important feature of the October Russian revolution in 1917 is that it took place in
November. They had a calendar different from the rest of Europe then, you know. Paper lanterns or Chinese lanterns
or whatever you want to call them — that is what we used to carry around to celebrate this event in Czechoslovakia, no
matter that we actually didn't have anything to celebrate. I liked the whole thing because it was already dark in the
late afternoon, a month before St. Nicholas day, and I could stay up late. My mother would choose the warmest outfit
for me, a red coat with a black fur collar, probably from some second-hand store, but other kids would still pick on
me, a little "bourgeoisie" girl, daughter of an immigrant who came back home just in time, before 1968.
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We must have looked a funny crowd, a mass of fireflies, kids who enjoyed the show, a couple of devoted teachers and
party members and a majority of bored and frozen parents, who wanted to be anywhere else and do anything else
than this. Not to walk from the gathering place in the village where I used to live, along the church to a village cemetery, to stop by the grave of Red Army soldiers killed in World War II. The shining caterpillar of people moved slowly,
trembled, their feet numb. After listening to long speeches and reciting poems they sang the national anthem, maybe
the Russian one as well, and "The International", a Communist anthem. Or something like that. A child, a chick
wrapped in my mother's handmade scarf I could hardly feel my fingers holding the lamp, freezing even in fur gloves.
Sometimes my father said I was sick on that day — he never went there and didn't want me to go either. But I wanted
to hold my little red-orange-yellow-striped lantern with a candle inside, hold it proudly, not knowing what I should be
proud of. Secretly, I longed to carry one of the big ones, which really looked oriental, a huge round face with red
cheeks and a funny smile. My mother promised to buy it the next year. And the next. And the... And then we started to
celebrate another November revolution. No lanterns involved.
"Anya, are you going to see the discussion with us now?" He suddenly interrupts her contemplation of a writing
assignment for Rebecca.
"There are no paper lanterns involved, right?" the girl asks as she raises her head from Fendrych's book, having a sip
of Earl Grey at the same time. The wiry, curly-haired bearded young man she is in love with, who - in her eyes looks like. Jesus when he sleeps in her arms, knocks on her forehead. He always does that to remind her that she
should land after flying for too long.
"What have you been smoking? Communist manifesto?"
"Mushrooms." She laughs and points at the empty bowl of potato-mushroom soup on a sticky green table in the
school cafeteria.
"Come on, we're taking off, it starts in ten minutes, it'll be packed and we want to get some good seats, right?"
She knows she has to go. And she exactly knows what awaits her there. No attractive light of lanterns but also no
scary darkness of hidden ideology. It's November 17. Ten years ago, she was a little kid, watching TV with her
mother, hearing about students in Prague that quietly celebrated the events of 1939 and were violently attacked by
the state police. A chain of demonstrations followed, protests, a general strike, people gathered in streets, discussions
in theaters, universities, forming an opposition, actually doing something. This is some stuff the whole world talked
about, events that helped the Kolya movie win another Czech Oscar. And she was a part of it, a ten-year-old so
excited about politics like never before and never after. Waiting so much for her right to vote that when she actually
turned eighteen, she didn't care any longer.
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It will be like this: a university lecture room filled with students, teachers and a some guests, who moved the things
then, reminiscing World War II and 1989, those who survived the holocaust and a revolution. A bunch of posters
with authentic pictures, a little ceremony to celebrate the way we once were, we once felt, we once wanted to be
better. A quiet moment for everybody to think about what is actually going on here. A second for some of the former activists to blur out their manifesto "Thank you, leave , aimed at the present government.
Anya doesn't know why, but she will sign it, blinded by first snow in front of the humanities college. Blinded by the
misty return of revolutionary atmosphere, she scribbles her name on the wet paper. The guy that collects sign up
sheets reminds her of a Salvation Army worker, ringing his bell in the streets of the city during advent.
She walks, hood in her face, to a church on St. James Square to listen to a discussion with Martin Fendrych. His
autobiographical writing is a slice of Czech history, politics juxtaposed with life. Or mixed? Mingled, tangled, interwoven? Or is just one word enough to describe them together?

They both had been previously flying with Skacel, a Czech poet of the Moravian towns and countryside. The girl
and the man realize it as they walk together through the streets of Brno, talking more about theater, music and literature than politics, a thing incomprehensible for them without allusions to real life. They have the same references
from Skacel for the square, called "Cabbage market", and baroque statues covered with snow, a reminiscence of
white feather. To the Liberty square they go, to buy carp for Pavel's Christmas dinner and Swiss cheese for Anya to
fry. To smell roast sausages, gingerbread and mead, to put money in a Salvation army box under the huge lit tree,
brought every year from the village where Anya used to live. Klara's choir will soon have a concert, singing carols
there with their mouths freezing.
Another of their concerts takes place on Christmas Day in St. Peter and Paul's cathedral. Pavel will come to see her
then, because her whole family, even her father, a devoted atheist, will be there. But both he and Pavel resolutely
refuse to join them the day before, at a candlelight service. This new mass custom, going to church only once a year,
at Christmastime, is not comprehensible for them.
When the man and the girl walk through another part of the town, with crows and ravens above, the whiteness of a
snowy day is enormous. Cold feather, falling from the torn quilt of winter cloudy sky, rests on half broken sculptures
of angels and saints, once important and admired personalities, now their arms maimed, wings broken, they look
pitiful but still dignified. Skacel would say: what remained of an angel? What remained of all those who tried in their
way to be free? What happened to all those that once had been flying? Are they sitting in pain, their wings broken,
ability to fly turned into stone, or just resting, perched on the wires, gathering to fly again, to take some other way?
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Play for an Actor
and Audience

Benjamin Stewart Williams

Underneath the globe. Water hangs from above in waves. Hovering over the surface is a thin
silver cable which encompasses the earth. In the middle of the cable is a steel smoke alarm
with 4 light-emitting diodes on it - two red, two blue. It is quite old. On the floor is a small
stage. From the very back, a humble actor crawls onto the edge of the stage and curls into a
ball. He is nervous from waiting, at times paranoid, yet still patient. If anyone laughs-please
don't laugh at me. If anyone persists, he understands that people's basic reaction to something
they don't understand is to laugh or dismiss it.

Actor

Why are you here? It's a fairly serious question. How many of you would stay if you had
to sit on the floor? (he uncurls) Why did you come here? What did you expect? Surely you
have expectations - or did you just wander here to spend the next two hours of you life
doing - what? Do you want to see actors? Something passionate? (he should be prepared to
do anything)

A play? What's a play? I'm not sure you know. Are you having doubts? Feeling

awkward? Frozen? I guess it's fortunate for you that we have something prepared.
You see, this is the safest place in the world. (he gestures to the smoke detector) That leads to
hell. It's my job to watch it. Yes. It's a smoke detector with 4 light-emitting diodes. If things
get, well...the alarm goes off, and I have to warn (shakes his finger)...so we all don't go —
It's been very quiet.
I'll admit that I don't know what time it is anymore.
My history: I've learned that you have never really destroyed yourself until you have
betrayed. I haven't betrayed anyone since I've been here.
(the sound of a giant metal structure bending over)

I hope you don't mind being here. At least we have each other.
You see, there's supposed to be this atmosphere of suspension, not necessarily of suspense that something's about to happen at any moment (because we're all waiting) - but that
everything is suspended. It hangs. We talk about it in present tense because we sense that
it's been in that state for a while. But I can talk to you in the present perfect tense because it
implies a sense of immediacy, suspension. I am hearing you. I am seeing you. Perhaps I'm
smelling you. And I am feeling you. I don't think you like it. We'll change tenses.
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tenses
tense
tense
tension
suspension
suspend
spend
pend
pending - now we're back to where we started.
(a single large drip splashes on the stage)
something moved. (he looks at the detector)
I used to know what the pattern was when something meant something. One red, and - one, two blue in a
line - or two red...I don't remember. I don't know. No one ever told me. (he turns toward the darkness) Vague!
Ambiguous! Non-human! (he curls into a ball again) It used to make sense. There wasn't anything pure about it. But
things moved - they flew. God, it was fast. People used to eat this acid - an acid...But. No one had ever seen an old
decrepit smoke detector before - much less have to watch one for the rest of your life But I came here by choice. I volunteered. An act of consciousness. Raised my hand and yes, I know what I'm doing,
I'm not lying, I believe, there's some kind of purity outside all this, and I won't just stay on my toes, I'll make it my
home - till I bleed.
(distant music, faint — Bregovic. it goes away)
There was an amputation that I might tell you about. Brief. Severe. I lost all the blood in my body. It got sucked
up into my brain so many times that one day my soul decided it had had enough, so there was a divorce - separate
of the amputation. What does that change now? That you're looking at a man without a soul? You don't believe me.
Probably.
It's been so quiet here. I should be wondering what's going on up there. I have to remind myself that I appreciate
silence. I like it. It never betrays.
(the stage breaks in two)
Damn. I'll never fix that.
Do you believe me when I say it's safe here? It's very safe-for me. Unless you accuse me. But you're not
attacking me (present perfect tense). Which must mean that I get to accuse you. Do you trust me?
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I suspect you feel safe. (he pulls out a loaded gun and points it at the audience) How do you feel now? It's a fairly
serious question. I know what you're thinking - is it real? Is it loaded? Is it just a prop? (he shoots something — it's
real) That would have hurt. Do you still have my trust? Do you feel safe? We talk about this because we must be
clearly aware of what we're doing to each other. So far it's still just a performance to most of you. I'm still a character to most of you. An actor. So let's have some theater, shall we? (blast of music - something in-between Rommstein
and Panis Angelicus. an actor and audience portrayed - perhaps by the same actor: Who are you? Why are you here?
I don't know.' He shoots audience in head. insane laughter, merges into opera)
This is not interesting. This is not cute. This is not supposed to "make you think ." There is no reflection.
But let's use our imagination. Singular. Let's imagine life outside of this little stage. It's fast, isn't it? Not much absolute
silence. (silence) What did you dream last night? I dreamt that I was sitting on this little stage with a globe hanging
over me, all this water suspended - and you know the most common symbol for the unconscious - and it was my
job, my duty, my responsibility to warn everyone when hell started to come up - and I forgot. (uttermost sadness)
It would be easy to say that it had moved so slowly that I couldn't notice. But maybe I just smiled at it, maybe I
welcomed it! Thus I am corrupt. Thus I betrayed everyone. Who do you have sympathy for-them (up there) or yourselves? Who have I betrayed?! And I have to tell you when it happens. It's the worst occupation. Because what it
occupied? I don't even have a soul! I betrayed everything I love, every person I love to live down here- in my safety...to have a message?
(5,000 books drop from the sky. He regards them, then burns them - the smoke detector does not go off. He puts it out
with a fire extinguisher)
Silence.
(a golden ring drops from above-he picks it up)
Silence.
(he tries several times to throw it back into the globe, then stops)
The amputation. Let's not bullshit each other. We've all lost limbs.
I cut out my heart. So far inside - I should have died. But I didn't feel anything. Hell was coming up - why
should I feel anything? It was so perversely enjoyable - that I could bleed.
So this lament
is not real.
It is not based on anything. There is no source, and there is nothing for it to affect.
Aren't I a poet?
(the smoke detector goes off - he looks at it)
No.
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